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UNDERSTANDING THE PUBLIC HEALTH CHALLENGES
IN THE ERA OF MASS INCARCERATION
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PRESIDENT, JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

KEYNOTE SPEECH
FIFTH ANNUAL ACADEMIC AND HEALTH POLICY CONFERENCE
ON CORRECTIONAL HEALTH

March 22, 2012
Marriott Airport Hotel
Atlanta, GA
Dear colleagues:

I am deeply honored by your invitation to join you at your fifth annual conference on correctional health care. I value this opportunity to engage with people who are exploring three topics I care about – first, the role of research in shaping public policy, second, the place of prisons in our society, and third, the unique perspective that comes from looking at the intersection of research and correctional policy through a public health lens. So, although I cannot claim to be one of you, I feel right at home at your conference and am humbled by this opportunity to share some of my thoughts on the important topics you plan to discuss.

My hope this morning is that I can provide a framework for the conversations that will unfold in the workshops, panels, restaurants, and hallways over the next two days. My bottom line assertion is that we are meeting at a critically important time in our nation’s history. I hope to persuade you that the work you are doing – the issues you are discussing – the intellectual and policy challenges you are embracing – that this work is critical to the way our nation thinks about justice, our democracy, and the well-being of our citizens. Furthermore, I hope to convey a sense of urgency -- that now is the time to do some heavy lifting, to take on some big challenges. Most conferences present welcome opportunities to see old friends, refresh collegial networks, pick up some new ideas, check out a new city, and eat at good restaurants. I certainly hope that this conference provides you all of those social, intellectual and culinary opportunities. But I hope to persuade you that this year this conference bears the weight of history -- so mixed with the fun and stimulation should be a strong sense of commitment to leave Atlanta ready to make a difference.

Let’s start by reciting some statistics that are certainly well known among this audience. We live in an era of unprecedented rates of incarceration. Some scholars have called this the era of “mass imprisonment.”¹ The basic facts tell the story. For five decades from 1920 to the early 1970s, the incarceration rate in America was remarkably stable, so stable that two prominent criminologists, Al Blumstein and Jacqueline Cohen published an article in the early 1970s setting forth a theory that our society had found a level of consistency in incarceration rates such that, should crime rise or fall, or other social and economic conditions change, our incarceration rate would always remain the same.² That article was published in 1973.

Ironically, starting that year, and every year since, the incarceration rate in America has increased. I hasten to note that the number of people in prison in America has leveled off in the last few years and that in some states the number has gone down.³ Yet, before we celebrate this recent development, we should acknowledge the deeper truth: over the past forty years, no matter whether crime rates were increasing or decreasing, whether the economy was booming or falling, whether the nation was at war or peace, we put more people in prison. Our decision to use prisons as our preferred response to crime now appears to have a life of its own, disconnected from the historical forces that traditionally determine incarceration rates.

Here’s the bottom line of this story. In our country, the rate of incarceration is now nearly quintuple that of 1972. We now have the highest incarceration rate in the world. Our prisons hold a quarter of all prisoners in the world, even though our country comprises only five percent of the world’s population. This reality of “mass incarceration” places the American approach to punishment outside the experience of the rest of all other Western democracies.4

We should remind ourselves that the impact of our justice policies – basically our decisions, taken through our legislative process, to be more punitive – extends far beyond our nation’s prisons. The reach of the criminal justice system into daily life in our communities is unprecedented. We have more people coming in and out of jail – 9 million individuals, 12 million annual admissions.5 Following a peak in community supervision in 2007, the number of people under community supervision dropped slightly to 4.8 million in 2010, so that approximately 850,000 are now on parole, and about 4 million are on probation.6 Our retributive policies have also shaped our approach to juvenile justice and our policies on school discipline so that millions of young people are growing up in an atmosphere where adolescent misconduct is criminalized, or treated with undue severity.7 The same impulse has resulted in increased use of criminal deportations, severe restrictions in judicial review of deportation orders, and a new, largely invisible network of immigration detention facilities.8 Our legislatures have enacted hundreds of statutes that impose short term or even lifelong restrictions on individuals with criminal records, consigning millions of our fellow citizens to lives on the margins of our society, closed out of entire sectors of the labor market, removed from public benefits, evicted from public housing, and disqualified from voting.9

To understand the full impact of these policies on our democracy – and in particular on our commitment to racial justice and equality of opportunity – we must also remind ourselves that these hyper-punitive policies are not spread evenly across our society. Rather, they are felt most acutely in a small number of urban communities, mostly communities of color, where families and individuals in those communities are already struggling with poor schools, inadequate housing, weak labor markets, and poor health care. These communities must now cope with three problematic dynamics -- high rates of incarceration, high rates of crime, and a highly intrusive system of criminal justice supervision. We have entered a new chapter in our history. In this new future, a majority of the men in these neighborhoods will have criminal records. Everyone will know a friend or relative in prison or jail. Family budgets will be stretched as never before to pay for prison commissary, underwrite collect calls from incarcerated relatives, pay for long trips to prison on visiting day, and make up for the lost wages when a family member is arrested and sent away and can no longer put a paycheck in the bank. In short, our

5 Amy L. Solomon, Jenny W.L. Osborne, Stefan F. LoBuglio, Jeff Mellow, Debbie A. Mukamal, Life After Lockup: Improving Reentry from Jail to the Community (The Urban Institute, May 2008).
8 The Pew Hispanic Center, As Deportations Rise to Record Levels, Most Latinos Oppose Obama’s Policy (The Pew Research Center, 2011).
incarceration policies now constitute an unprecedented deadweight on poor communities of color. Seen through the lens of our nation’s struggle to achieve racial justice, we can fully understand why Michelle Alexander calls this reality “The New Jim Crow.”

As you may know, in my writing and speaking on this topic, I look at the realities of high rates of incarceration through a lens called “prisoner reentry.” I approach the phenomenon of “mass incarceration” by reminding people of the “iron law of corrections” – namely, that with the exception of those individuals who die in prison, either of natural causes or because they are executed, everyone we incarcerate returns home. This inevitable consequence of incarceration is captured in the title of my book, “But They All Come Back.” This perspective generates a different set of important numbers that capture the unprecedented nature of our use of prisons. Whereas in 1980 there were 150,000 people leaving our state and federal prisons each year, now there are over 730,000 making this journey home each year – or about 2,000 a day. Nine out of ten of these are men; most return to a small number of communities facing historically high rates of incarceration; most – four of five – will be placed on criminal justice supervision for one to three years; and most – two of three – will be rearrested for one or more serious crimes in the three years following their return home.

In important ways, the reentry perspective on the realities of mass incarceration resembles the public health perspective on mass incarceration. When looking at prisons – and jails for that matter – through a reentry lens, one asks two simple questions: given that the individual will be in prison for a period of time, first, what should be done to maximize the value of that time in terms of the person’s well-being, and second, what should be done to maximize the chances of success on the outside after release?

My thinking on these questions has been influenced in profound ways by my interactions with public health scholars and practitioners over the years. In my book, I pay a special tribute to Bob Greifinger and his seminal 1993 article that calls correctional health care a “public health opportunity.” I have learned from the work of Nick Freudenberg, a Distinguished Professor at Hunter College, as he explored the linkages between the health systems in jails and communities. When I was Director of the National Institute of Justice, NIJ funded the landmark study by the National Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC), which documented the elevated levels of a wide variety of health concerns – including mental illness, communicable diseases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, hepatitis, sexually transmitted diseases, and histories of substance abuse – among the prison populations. Now, at John Jay College, I am honored to be affiliated with Professors Hung-En Sung, Jeff Mellow, and Frank Pezzella who are managing an NIH grant titled Institutional Development Program for Correctional Health & Healthcare Research.

This body of work underscores the importance of bringing public health professionals to the criminal justice table, in particular to the table discussing new approaches to reentry and
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12 Patrick A. Langan, David J. Levin, Recidivism of Prisoners Released in 1994 (US Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, June 2002).
reintegration. Your discipline has helped me and thousands like me understand the world of incarceration and reentry in new and creative ways. You have given us the language of discharge planning, the tools of transfer of medical records, and perhaps most importantly the posture of looking at incarcerated individuals as just that, individuals, without moral judgment, stigma, or rejection. Speaking with you this morning provides me an opportunity to acknowledge that debt.

As I look at the policy environment and think about our American experiment with high rates of incarceration, I am actually very optimistic. The financial crisis facing our states has caused many governors and legislators to decide that the era of prison growth is over, and that we should cut back on the rates of incarceration.\(^\text{14}\) The concept of “justice reinvestment” has taken root, and policy makers are thinking about new ways to use precious public funds that are now being spent, with little public safety benefit, on prisons.\(^\text{15}\) The public discourse has shifted as both liberals and conservative are talking about cutting back on the level of criminal justice intrusion in the lives of our citizens.\(^\text{16}\)

Major national publications are shining a critical spotlight on abuses in the juvenile justice system, the criminalization of school misconduct, and the increases in solitary confinement and supermax prisons, a particularly horrific and troubling feature of our penal policies.\(^\text{17,18,19,20}\) The Committee on Law and Justice of the National Academy of Sciences, which I chair, has just launched a panel to examine the “causes and consequences of high rates of incarceration in America,” with a report due in 18 months. Finally, we should note that our Supreme Court, in the landmark case of Brown v. Plata, upheld a lower court order to decrease the California prison system by 37,000, based on a finding that the overcrowding in those prisons constituted cruel and unusual punishment.\(^\text{21}\) Of particular relevance to this conference, the fundamental constitutional violation was the impact of these overcrowding conditions on the health and wellbeing of the prisoners. As Justice Kennedy noted in his opinion for the majority, “A prison that deprives prisoners of basic sustenance, including adequate medical care, is incompatible with the concept of human dignity and has no place in civilized society.”\(^\text{22}\)

So, if one views this particular glass as half full, there are reasons to be optimistic. But there is another reason for optimism, one that presents historic opportunities, and one that imposes unique obligations on this audience and the community of scholars and practitioners who work on issues of correctional health. I refer, of course, to the enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. This landmark piece of legislation has the potential to shift, in


\(^\text{22}\) Ibid.
fundamental ways, our country’s approach to correctional health care, broadly defined. It can profoundly alter the way we provide health care in prisons and jails. And, seen through the reentry lens, it can profoundly alter the connection between health care in those institutions, and health care in our communities.

This last point bears emphasis. Because of this connection across the prison walls, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) can, in my view, improve the lives of hundreds of thousands of men and women who pass through our prisons – and the millions who pass through our jails – and thereby raise the health standards of our nation’s poorest communities. If approached with sober recognition of its potential, the ACA, as applied to the criminal justice context, could help our nation address the issue of health disparities, the high incidence of communicable diseases in poor communities of color, the connection between mental illness and criminal justice involvement, and the high rates of morbidity following release from prison. Please do not misunderstand me – I am not celebrating the fact that we have so many people in prison as a way to improve public health. Yet it is ironic, or actually tragic, but nonetheless true, that the reality of mass incarceration, in the era of the ACA, could have positive effects on the communities most adversely affected by our criminal justice policies.

Let me take a moment to revisit the basic facts of the ACA – facts you understand well, but ones that I wish to connect with the larger opportunity before us. As you know, under current federal law, incarcerated individuals are not eligible for Medicaid. The ACA does not change this fact. Even though the ACA generally requires states to cover all individuals under age 65 who have incomes below 133 percent of the federal poverty level, those individuals who are incarcerated in prison are exempted from this requirement. So why should we be so optimistic that the ACA will result in improvements in health care for incarcerated individuals? Remember the “iron law of corrections” – everyone in prison and jail comes back, unless they die while in custody. If we view prisons and jails as a stop on one’s life journey, rather than a place of permanent exile, then we ask ourselves whether the ACA will change the communities from which incarcerated individuals come, and to which they return. This in turn requires us to ask whether this new external reality will change the provision of health care internal to the prisons and jails of America. I would submit to you that the answer to both questions is resoundingly “yes.”

Let’s begin again with the essential facts: under the ACA, by 2014, all individuals under 65 must be covered by Medicaid if their income is below 133 percent of the poverty level. Applied to the prison population, this means that some percentage – we need research to arrive at this estimate – of incoming prisoners after 2014 will already be enrolled in Medicaid. The policy challenge then becomes to make sure that, upon release, everyone who is Medicaid eligible is enrolled as part of their reentry plan. As you know, in 2004, the Department of Health and Human Services issued a letter encouraging states to “suspend” rather than “terminate” Medicaid benefits for the incarcerated population. So, the public health opportunity is clear: state corrections agencies, working with their counterparts in the state agencies overseeing Medicaid, should ensure that, for those already on Medicaid, eligibility is suspended upon entry to prison, and for the entire reentry cohort, eligibility is determined well prior to release. I certainly recognize that some

---

advocates may have preferred that the Affordable Care Act would require continuity of Medicaid eligibility during time in prison. But in this case, second best is pretty good: increased Medicaid eligibility before, and after, prison will bring us pretty close to the concept of “throughcare” in health services for a substantial portion – the poorest portion -- of the incarcerated population.

The concept of “throughcare” gets another boost from the Affordable Care Act. As you know, the ACA places a high premium on the development of health care records that follow the individual. States are required to develop a “single, streamlined form” for applications for health coverage. They must develop a “secure, electronic interface allowing an exchange of data ... that allows a determination of eligibility for all [health subsidy] programs based on a single application.”24 This requirement puts a system of continuity of care within reach. The community of correctional health care providers and scholars should jump at this opportunity to enter into data-sharing arrangements with health care providers in the community. The individuals being treated in prison will benefit, of course; they will also benefit upon release; and our ability to understand the changing health profile of this population through careful research will also be enhanced enormously by the availability of these data.

Other provisions of the ACA will have significant impact on the well-being of incarcerated individuals and our nation’s approach to health services for this population. For example, states are given the option of creating “standard health plans” (SHPs) for low income individuals who are not eligible for Medicaid, but whose income is less than 200 percent of the federal poverty level. States may also establish exchanges through which individuals may purchase “qualified health plans” (QHPs). Incarcerated individuals are NOT eligible for these two programs, unless the individual is incarcerated “pending the disposition of charges.”25 This means that the ACA will have significant implications for jail-based health care, where millions of individuals are held “pending the disposition of charges.” Finally, the ACA states that individuals are ineligible for QHP and SHP coverage if they are incarcerated “at the time of enrollment.” This language precludes coverage for those not already covered when they are incarcerated, but would allow jail administrators to establish eligibility during the period of incarceration so that enrollment in a QHP and SHP can be activated at the moment of discharge.26

Taken together, these provisions of the Affordable Care Act imply that the world of correctional health care is about to enter an exciting, yet uncharted, new terrain. And this new voyage is coming quickly – 2014 is right around the corner. The challenge for this conference is to seize the opportunity. The opportunity is enormous – new financial resources, new networks of colleagues in the community, new access to data. Let’s think about the possibilities. Let’s imagine a world in which correctional health care is linked, in important and new ways, to an improved level of health care in the communities from which incarcerated individuals come, and to which they return. Let’s imagine that correctional health care providers have access to patient records they have never had before, and can link to community health services in new ways. Let’s imagine that we could set new benchmarks for the quality and effectiveness of health care in prisons, using common databases and metrics. Let’s imagine that we created
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enforceable standards for health services in prisons and jails that were open to public and professional scrutiny. How would that world be different from our current reality?

Some differences are clear. At the individual level, the quality of care in the institutions will be improved with new resources and new data. At the institutional level, we will be able to demonstrate lower prevalence of disease and disability, higher levels of function and health. But my hope is that we think more globally than the individual and institutional level – that we think about this opportunity in terms of some of the overarching aspirations of public health practitioners. The public health literature speaks in inspirational ways about the goal of reducing social and racial disparities in health. This literature talks about the social determinants of health, and the role that prisons play in contributing to illness and disease in our society. I do not pretend to know this literature well, but I find the theoretical construct to be elevating – namely that by approaching issues of health at a societal, not just an individual, level, we can address some of the inequalities that define our society. This challenge is particularly compelling at the intersection of incarceration and public health because the population in question is overwhelmingly male, minority, and poor. So, if we get this challenge right, it means that we can reduce inequalities in health along the lines of gender, race and class. It is hard to think of a public policy opportunity that is more compelling.

So, it’s time to get to work. It’s time to think big and to set high goals. It’s time to view correctional health care as more than simply an institution-based health care delivery system. We should also view correctional health care as a platform for leveraging significant changes in community well-being. It’s time to look outside the walls of our prisons and jails to create common cause with health care providers in the community and to demand that they see the same big picture that we see. It’s time to set goals for our institutional systems that are in synch with the health goals of our communities, and measure our progress in terms of those external yardsticks. We should set as a goal that every person in our care is treated as a patient first, with the same expectations of quality care and probability of recovery, as if that individual came into a primary care practice on the outside. We should look at each individual in our custody as a messenger for healthy behavior, an ambassador for personal responsibility, an educated consumer of best health care practices, and an emissary to family and friends to support an epidemic of good health.

We face two truths today. Unfortunately we live in an era of mass incarceration. I count myself among those here who are trying to change that reality. But we also live in an era when the national approach to health care is changing in profound ways. Ironically, the first truth means that the second truth has the power to change our most vulnerable communities for the better. I hope you will leave this conference more convinced than ever that you should seize this unprecedented moment in our history to advance the wellbeing and the quality of justice of our country.

Thank you.
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